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Abstract
This paper proposes Message Propagation based on Three types of Density Classification
for Smooth and Secure Vehicular Traffic Flow. The Message Propagation based on Three
types of Density Classification (MPTDC) measures the density on three types of roads,
namely a secluded rural road (0), a highway (1), and a urban intersection (2) and propagates
messages to each classified one. When the type of message propagation is 1 and 2, the
MPTDC generates a Cluster key by using MAC after grouping vehicles into a Cluster. The
Cluster Header aggregates traffic information, and transfers it to a destination after filtering
redundant or tampered traffic information. When the type of message propagation is 0, the
MPTDC transfers traffic information by using RSU without generating a Cluster. In
particular, when the type of message propagation is 2, the MPTDC selects a transmission
path according to the density. Hence, this paper not only provides efficient communication
but also improves the reliability of messages because it aggregates frequently encountered
redundant messages.
Keywords: VANET, Cluster Key, Aggregation, Density classification, Message
Authentication Code

1. Introduction
Recently Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is being studied to build a safe and
efficient Smart Highway The it provides not only commercial service in real time such as
traffic information, digital map, and music through Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) but also
driver’s secure information services such as vehicle collision avoidance and accident alarm
through Vehicle-to- Vehicle (V2V) [1]. However, VANET does not satisfy both
communication efficiency and security at the same time [1, 2].
This paper proposes the Message Propagation based on Three types of Density
Classification (MPTDC) to tackle these two problems. It measures the density on three
types of roads, namely a secluded rural road, a highway, and a urban intersection and
propagates messages to each classified one. The Cluster Header aggregates traffic
information, and transfers it to a destination after filtering redundant or tampered traffic
information. Hence, this paper not only provides efficient and secure communication but
also improves the reliability of messages because it aggregates frequently encountered
redundant messages.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the related works.
Chapter 3 designs the MPTDC technique. Chapter 4 analyzes the MPTDC, and finally in
Chapter 5, our conclusion is described.

2. Related Works
2.1 Vehicular Communication System
Vehicular communication system consists of On Board Unit (OBU), Road Side Unit
(RSU) and service infrastructure. Figure 1 shows the components of Vehicular
Communication System and inter-vehicle communication [2, 3].
The OBU is a system which is installed inside a vehicle to support inter-vehicle
communication. The OBU consists of Sensors, a Routing Table (RT), a Local Dynamic
MAP (LDM), a Communication Control Unit (CCU) and an Electronic Control Unit
(ECU). Here, Sensors sense every information which is related to driving of vehicle, the
RT has the location information of neighboring vehicle, and the LDM is a MAP database
which reflects traffic information and road status information near a vehicle. The CCU is
a module to connect a vehicle within a group to that outside the group for
communication. The ECU manages the sensors which are located within the vehicle and
controls engine status, automatic transmission, and so on by using a computer.

Figure 1. The Vehicular Communication System
The service infrastructure consists of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), traffic management
center, and RSU management center and uses a wire network [3].

2.2 VANET
A Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) provides convenient wireless network services. In
addition, in VANET, vehicles can exchange and receive the traffic information [4, 5]. VANET
can enhance traffic safety and improve traffic efficiency [6, 7] by transmitting the messages
with traffic information and road condition information. Hence, traffic accidents and jams can
be significantly diminished. Since inexpensive wireless devices are available, they can be
installed at various RSUs, such as road signs and traffic lights. Two communications, Vehicleto-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication, can take place in
VANET [8].
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The primary objective of VANET is to provide real-time exchange of messages between
vehicles to ensure safety. However, the security of VANET is important because messages can
be tampered or counterfeited by malicious nodes during transmission [8-10].
Research on VANET security is abundant [11-19]. Fujii [20] proposed an efficient group
signature scheme in which he introduced a subscription service model. The scheme was
useful for anonymous authentication and subscription service. Sun [21] proposed an efficient
Distributed Key Management scheme (DKM) for group signature in VANET to solve the
huge revocation overhead. The DKM could decrease the revocation cost. However, a
malicious user might utilize the excellent anonymity property of group signature to send out
forged message to other vehicles. Zhang [22] introduced the system architecture,
applications and categories of attacks in VANET and summarized several types of
anonymous authentication techniques, including pseudonym, random silence, group
signature, ring signature, blind signature, and smart card which focused on protecting the
privacy of vehicular nodes and could be good solutions for privacy protection. To solve the
storage problem in a large number of anonymous certificates and the delay problem in group
signature [23].
The basic idea of group based schemes is employing a group to hide the group member,
then the real identity is covered and the privacy is protected. In [14], Lin, et al., suggested a
privacy preserving authentication scheme based on Group Signature [24, 25] and Identity
(ID)-based Signature [26] (GSIS). In group signature, a message is anonymously signed by a
private key of a sender and verified by the group public key, while identities of senders can
only be recovered by authorities. ID-based signature is applied by RSUs to digitally sign each
message launched by RSUs to ensure its authority, where the signature overhead can be
greatly reduced. CRL size of group signature is linear with the number of revoked vehicles,
but CRL checking operation involves two paring calculations, which would take about 104
times computation cost than a string comparison [27]. In [28], Zhang et al. employed each
RSU to maintain and manage an on-the-fly group within its communication range. Vehicles
entering the group can anonymously broadcast V2V messages, which can be instantly
verified by the vehicles in the same group (and neighbor groups). Due to numerous RSUs
sharing the load to maintain the system, performance does not significantly degrade when
more vehicles join the VANET. But this scheme needs RSU to be pervasive otherwise the
scheme is ineffective [29].
Obviously, although there are a lot of approaches in VANET system security
authentications based on group signature and pseudonym, the majority of anonymous
authentication schemes only provide the anonymity between different vehicles, but not
between vehicles and RSUs, which cannot satisfy the system requirements of VANET.
On the other hands, a few of researches about propagation in VANET have been suggested.
In SOTIS [30], vehicles on a road segment periodically send reports containing the traffic
information on the current road segment. For each segment, average speed is calculated and
then forwarded. During the broadcast interval, a vehicle collects and aggregates information
received from neighboring vehicles. This approach helps generate an overview of current
traffic conditions by periodical broadcasting of information. However, periodical report
broadcasting is not an efficient way for report propagation, and there is no guarantee that
redundant reports from the same road segment can be aggregated together. TrafficView [31] is
another similar system which uses periodic report broadcasting for disseminating traffic
information. Like SOTIS, it disseminates information about the average speed of vehicles on
the roads. TrafficView differs from SOTIS in a way that it is node-centric i.e. messages of the
nodes that are close to each other are aggregated by averaging their current speed and position.
A list of all involved nodes is kept with the aggregate [32].
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Sun and Garcia-Molina [33] have proposed bidirectional perimeter-based propagation of
regional alerts for fast data delivery. However it does not consider the security of the data
propagation. Zhao and Cao [34] have suggested an improved way for fast message routing in
more complex roads using information about destination location, vehicle’s location and
moving direction. Rahman and Hengartner [35] have introduced the concept of
cryptographically-verifiable road-worthiness certificates for secure crash reporting. That
covers the security problems which can happen in the data propagation. However, it needs to
operate additional governmental authorities and road-side access points to manage the
certificates.
In order to provide secure communications and anonymous authentication among vehicles,
this paper proposes the cluster key of vehicles, generates a signature of traffic information by
using the cluster key, and verifies the signature. Also, this paper proposes the proper message
propagation scheme according to the three types of density of roads. Hence, this paper not only
provides secure communication and anonymous authentication but also improves efficiency by
propagating the traffic information

3. MPTDC Design
3.1 System Overview
The proposed Message Propagation based on Three types of Density Classification
(MPTDC) for Smooth and Secure Vehicular Traffic Flow consists of MPTDC Server, RSU,
and Traffic Management Center in Figure 2. If vehicle ID is registered in the MPTDC Server,
the MPTDC Server issues a System Key to a vehicle.

Figure 2. The Components of the MPTDC
To begin with, the MPTDC measures the density a road, generates a Cluster if the density
is greater than a critical value, and selects a Cluster Header. The Cluster Header aggregates
traffic information transferred from the vehicles within a Cluster.
The MPTDC generates a Cluster and a Cluster Header. Then the Cluster Header aggregates
traffic information. At this time, the Cluster Header deletes the traffic information that does
not match a signature and duplicate traffic information.
The MPTDC classifies roads into a secluded road, a highway, an urban intersection
according to the Density Classification and provides a message propagation technique suitable
for the classified type.
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The MPTDC transfers the traffic information to a destination with this message
propagation technique.
3.2 Cluster Generation
The MPTDC uses Algorithm 1 for the generation of a Cluster.
Algorithm 1. The generation of a Cluster

1:
2:
3:
4:

set a critical value “c” for the generation of a Cluster
define the range of a road
count the number of vehicles on a road
compute the density “d” of the road

5: check a moving direction “md”
I
6: judge the generation of a Cluster by using “d” and
“md” {

The MPTDC decides a critical value “c” and computes density “d” by the following
expression.

In case the moving direction of vehicles is different, the MPTDC sets “md” as 0. In case the
moving direction of vehicles is the same, the MPTDC sets “md” as 1 in Algorithm 1. Finally, The
MPTDC generates a Cluster in case the following expression is true.
{

3.3. Cluster Key Generation
The MPTDC selects a Cluster header and generates a Cluster Key in Algorithm 2. Figure 3
shows the process that the Cluster Key is generated.
Algorithm 2. Cluster Key generation
1: Identify a Road Number(RN)
2: The first vehicle is selected as a Temporary Cluster Header (TCH)
3: The TCH generates nonce using by random function and calculates MAC and NS.
Nonce = rand()
MAC = H(RN || SK || nonce)
NS = nonce ⨁ SK
4: The TCH broadcasts the MAC and the NS to The vehicles in the cluster.
5: The vehicles decrypt nonce and calculates MAC′
NS = nonce ⨁ SK
MAC′ = H(RN || SK || nonce)
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6:

The vehicles verify the MAC which is received from the TCH as
follows. I

7:
8:
9:

If V(verification) is 0, the vehicles drop the MAC
If V is 1, the vehicles transfer Pseudonym ID (PID) and a Public Key (PK) to the TCH.
The TCH generate a Neighboring List (Nlist) and calculates Sum of a Public key (SP).
Nlist = {V16, V15, V14, V13, V12}
SP = PK16 + PK15 + PK14 + PK13 + PK12
10: The TCH broadcasts the Nlist and the SP to the vehicles in the cluster.
11: the vehicles identify the Nlist.
{
12: If NC (Neighboring Check) is 0, the vehicles drop the Nlist and the SP.
13: If NC is 1, the vehicles calculate a Cluster Key
Cluster = SP + SK
14: The TCH selects as a Cluster Header the vehicle which is located farthest and broadcasts the
CH encrypted by XORing PID and Cluster Key to vehicles
CH = PID ⨁ Cluster Key
15: The vehicles decrypt the CH and recognize the PID of a Cluster Header.
PID = CH ⨁ Cluster Key

The MPTDC checks a Road Number (RN) in Figure 3(a) and selects a Temporary Cluster
Header (TCH). The TCH generates nonce by rand() function in Figure 3(b) and calculates
MAC and NS with the following expressions.
Nonce = rand()
MAC = H(RN || SK || nonce)
NS = nonce ⨁ SK
Here, SK is a system key issued from the MPTDC Server. The vehicles within a Cluster
compute MAC′ after decrypting the NS. At this time, Verification (V) value is decided with
the following expression.
I

In Figure 3(d) the TCH generates the Nlist with the PID of vehicles and computes the SP
(Sum of Public key) with the public keys by the following expressions. The TCH broadcasts
the Nlist and the SP to the vehicles within a Cluster.
Nlist = {V16, V15, V14, V13, V12}
SP = PK16 + PK15 + PK14 + PK13 + PK12
The vehicles which received the Nlist and the SP confirm that their PIDs are included in the
Nlist with the following expressions.
{
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(a)The Selection of a Temporary
Cluster Header

(b) MAC transfer

(d) The generation of a Cluster Key

(c) MAC verification

(e) The selection of a Cluster Header

Figure 3. The Selection of a Cluster and a Cluster Header
The vehicles drops the Nlist and the SP if NC=0, and computes a Cluster Key by assigning
the SP and SK to the following expression if NC=1.
Cluster = SP + SK
In Figure 3(f), the TCH generates CH by assigning the PID and the Cluster Key to the
following expression in order to inform that the vehicle which is located farthest is a Cluster
Header. The TCH broadcasts the CH to the vehicles within cluster.
CH = PID ⨁ Cluster Key
The vehicles which received the CH decrypt a Cluster Key and confirm the PID of a
Cluster Header. Therefore, the MPTDC generates a Cluster Key by Algorithm 2 and selects a
cluster header.
3.4 Aggregation Procedure based on Signature and Integrity
The MPTDC generates Aggregated Traffic Information (ATI) by Algorithm 3. Figure 4
shows the process that the MPTDC aggregates traffic information.
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Figure 4. The Process of Message Aggregation
Algorithm 3. Aggregation
1: Create Traffic Information(TI)
2: Transfer TI to Cluster Header
3: Cluster Header checks the timestamp of TI.

4: if T(Timestamp) is 0, Cluster Header drops the TI
5: if T is 1, Cluster Header verifies signature of TI

6: if S(signature) is 0, Cluster Header drops the TI
7: if S is 1, Cluster Header compares the msg of TI.

8: if Dup (duplication) is 0, Cluster Header aggregates msg into AT I(Aggregated Traffic
Information).
9: if Dup is 1, Cluster Header drops TI
10:
Cluster Header generates signature of ATI using by SK.

In Figure 5 vehicles generates the traffic information signed by a Cluster Key and transfers
it to a Cluster Header.
The Cluster Header confirms that the timestamp (T) of traffic information is valid. In case
T is 1, the Cluster Header generates the signature′ by assigning all the information except the
signature in traffic information in Figure 5 and the Cluster Key (CK) to the following
expression.
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Figure 5. Traffic Information (TI)
The Cluster Header compares the signature′ to the Signature of traffic information and stores
the result in S. If S=0, it drops TI because TI is traffic information which is forged. If S=1, the
Cluster Header confirms that traffic message msg is duplicate by using the following
expression. If it is true, it drops the traffic information.
{
Therefore, the Cluster Header collects just the msg that the signature matches and is not
duplicated and generates the Aggregated Traffic Information (ATI) in Figure 6. At this time,
the Cluster Header generates the signature with the System Key (SK) that the MPTDC Server
issued.

Figure 6. The Structure of ATI
3.4 Density Classification
In an inter-vehicle communication, because the traffic information influences the following
vehicle’s safety and traffic flow, it must be propagated rapidly and safely.
The MPTDC computes density by Algorithm 4 and Density Classification Type (DCT) is
decided according to the result.
Algorithm 4. Density Classification Type
1: Define the range of a road
2: Count the number of vehicles in road
3: Set critical value “c” for DCT
4: Compute density “d” of road

5: Confirm the position of vehicle

{
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6: Check the DCT

I
To begin with, the MPTDC sets a critical value (c) for the decision of DCT and computes
the density of a road by the following expression.

After the MPTDC confirms the location of vehicles, it sets the location value to the
following expression u.

{
It decides the DCT by assigning d, c, and u to the following expression.

I
Therefore, the MPTDC classifies roads into a Secluded Road (DCT=0), a Highway
(DCT=1), and a Urban Intersection (DCT=2) and transfers traffic information with the
message propagation method suitable for each DCT.
3.4.1 DCT=0(In Case of a Secluded Road)
It is difficult to transfer TI in the rural Road in which vehicles are secluded. In this case this
paper propagates it safely by transferring TI to the following vehicles, RSU, and the vehicles
moving in the opposite direction.
In a Secluded Road the process of traffic information propagation is as follows.
A source vehicle broadcasts TI to the following vehicles, RSU, and the vehicles moving in
the opposite direction. After critical time, the source vehicle broadcasts TI to the following
vehicles, RSU, and the vehicles moving in the opposite direction once more.
The vehicles and the RSU transfer them to a destination by delivering traffic information
TI1 and TI2 to the following vehicles.

Figure 7. The Traffic Propagation in a Secluded Road and its Verification
Procedure
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That is, this propagation method is the more accurate because it transfers TI to the
following vehicles more than twice and filters the forged TI by verifying the transferred TI.
3.4.2 DCT=1(In Case of a Highway)
In a Highway where vehicle movement is frequent in Figure 8, TI is securely propagated to
both the following vehicles and those moving in the opposite direction at the same time.

Figure 8. The Traffic Propagation in a Highway and its Verification Procedure
The process of TI propagation is as follows.
A source vehicle broadcasts TI to both the following vehicle 14 and the vehicle 7 moving in
the opposite direction. The vehicle that received TI propagates it to the following vehicle 13
and the vehicle 7 propagates it to the preceding vehicle 2. Therefore, the destination vehicle 12
that received TI also receives it from the vehicle 2 and 13 at the same time. The destination
vehicle 12 verifies that both two TI’s matches. If they match, the TI is accepted. If they do not
match, it is dropped.
That is, this propagation method not only catches traffic flow rapidly because the
destination vehicle transfers TI in both direction but also filters the forged TI because the
transferred TI is verified.
3.4.3 DCT=2 (In Case of an Urban Intersection)
In an Urban Intersection unlike a Highway, because a variety of variables such as Traffic
accident, traffic control, etc can happen, this paper proposes to transfer Traffic Information
speedily and accurately through the RSU’s installed in every road section.
Table 1 is an essential element for the RSU installed in an urban intersection to transfer
smooth traffic information.
The Information Table 1(a) has the RSU ID, RSU location, the road information and the
weather information transferred from the Traffic Management Center. The Neighbor
Information Table 1(b) has the Neighbor RSU ID, the Neighbor RSU location, and the road
density about a neighbor. Vehicle Direction Table 1(c) has the direction about the location of
the vehicles which received an Accident Notification Message). In particular, it is assumed
that the Neighbor RSU information in the Neighbor Information Table among these tables is
provided by RSU management center.
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Table 1. RSU Table
(a) Information Table

(b) Neighbor Information Table

Field

Contents

Field

Contents

ID
location
road
weather

RSU ID
RSU location
road information
weather information

ID
location
density

neighbor RSU ID
neighbor RSU location
road density

(
Field
Left
right
down
Up

Contents
vehicles in the (X-,Y0) direction
vehicles in the (X+,Y0) direction
vehicles in the (X0,Y-) direction
vehicles in the (X0,Y+) direction

Figure 9 shows the process that the ANM is transferred to Neighbor RSU by the vehicles
in an Urban Intersection. In case of an accident occurrence in an Urban Intersection, the
accident vehicle and the neighboring vehicles transfer the accident information to the vehicles
belonging to the RSU. At this time, the vehicles generate Accident Occurrence Message
(AOM) like Figure 2 and transfer it to the RSU. The RSU which received the AOM generates
Accident Notification Message (ANM) like Table 3 and transfers it to the Neighboring RSU.
In Figure 9 the RSU 8 generates ANM and transfers it to the neighboring RSU. At this time,
the RSU 8 transfers the ANM with RSU hop=2 to the vehicle 1, 2, 3, 4 within the transferring
scope of the RSU 8.

Figure 9. RSU Table and Message Propagation Flowchart
Table 2. Accident Occurrence Message (AOM)
Field

Contents

Message ID
Source IP Address
Destination IP Address
level

accident occurrence message= 01
the IP Address of the vehicles which generated AOM
IP Address of the nearest RSU
accident level
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The vehicle 1, 2, 3, 4 receives the ANM from the RSU8 and retransmits it to the
neighboring vehicles again. The RSU8 decides that the broadcasting is successful if the ANM
is returned from the vehicle 1,2,3,4 due to retransmission. The RSU8 writes in the Vehicle
Direction Table the coordinate value of the node that succeeded in retransmitting the ANM.
For example, the vehicle 1 is written in the (X0, Y+), the vehicle 2 in the (X-, Y0), and the
vehicle 4 in the (X0, Y-). At this time, because the vehicle 3 did not retransmit the ANM to
other vehicles, the direction of the vehicle 3 is not written in the Vehicle Direction Table.
Table 3. Accident Notification Message (ANM)
Field
Message ID
Source RSU ID
Message Sequence Number

Contents
ANM ID = 02
ANM generation RSU’s ID
ANM Sequence Number

Source IP Address

RSU’s IP address within the scope of an accident

Forwarding Node_X
Forwarding Node_Y
RSU hop

X coordinate of an intermediate vehicle
Y coordinate of an intermediate vehicle
the transmission scope according to a risk

The vehicles that received the ANM compare the RSU ID which they belong to with the
source RSU ID of the ANM. If they do not match, the vehicles decide that they are within the
scope of another RSU. They transfer the ANM to the RSU belonging to them and do not
broadcast it anymore. The RSU which received the ANM informs the vehicles within their
scope of an accident occurrence in which source RSU ID is located. The RSU which received
the ANM confirms RSU hop. If the RSU hop is not 0, the RSU which received the ANM
inform its neighboring RSU of an accident occurrence until the RSU hop is 0 repeatedly. The
RSU5, RSU7, and RSU10 receive the ANM according to the above procedure. But because
the vehicle 3 did not have the neighboring ones, the RSU9 did not receive the ANM.
Therefore, the RSU9 has to receive the ANM from the neighboring RSU5, RSU7, and RSU10.
The proposed MPTDC selects an RSU that has the highest density among the RSU5, RSU7,
and RSU10 stored in the Neighbor Information Table of the RSU8 and transfers the ANM to
RSU9 rapidly.

4. Experimental Results
4.1 Experiments on Density Classification
The MPTDC proposed in this paper was experimented using an NS-2 simulator. The
experiment considered the moving speed and direction of nodes and the simulation
environment was shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The Simulation Environment
Parameter Name
Protocol
Simulation time
Simulation Area
Nodes numbers
Transmission range

Parameter Value
AODV
120 sec
1200×1200m
5, 8, 34
250m
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Packet type
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5
2
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4.1.1 In case of DCT=0 (in a Secluded Road)
In the propagation simulation of Figure 12(a) where 4 nodes were deployed, the node 0 is
set as a source node, the node 1 a destination node, and the node3 an RSU. The simulation had
been executed for 120 seconds, the node0, 1 and 2 were moved to the left and node4 was
moved to the right. The moved result was shown in Figure 12(b).
Because the node4 and node1 moved in the opposite direction, the node4 was excluded
during simulation. Figure 12(c) shows the number of messages that the Node0 is propagating
to the node1 for 120 seconds of the experiment. As shown in Figure 12(c), the message
transmission path of the existing AODV is disconnected owing to node movement if the 60
seconds elapses in the experiment. Therefore, the existing AODV does not transfers messages
to the destination if 55seconds elapses, but because in the propagation technique proposed in
this paper, RSU propagates messages to the destination node 1 consistently; they can exactly
be transferred to the node1.

(a) Before

(b) After
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(c) The number of propagated message

Figure 12. Message Propagation in a Secluded Road
Table 5 shows the result of message propagation simulation by using 5 nodes in a Secluded
Road. In the MPTDC, source nod 0 transfers messages to the node3 (RSU), and the node 3
transfers them to the nodes that enters the transmission scope of the node3 consistently. That
is, as shown in Table 5, the number of messages transferred to the destination is increased in
the node3 and when the node4 approaches the node1, messages are transferred.
Consequently, because the MPTDC transfers total 16,280 messages to the destination node1
and the number of messages that the destination node receives is 6,479, the message reception
rate becomes 39.80%.
In the AODV, because the source node transfers 2,975 messages to the destination node 1,
and the destination node 1 receives 1,479, the message reception rate becomes 49.71%. But, in
the AODV, if the experimental time exceeds 55 seconds, the destination node 1 can receive
messages no more. Considering the experimental time, the message reception rate of the
MPTDC is a little better.
Table 5. The Number of Messages that each Node Receives
MPTDC
Send

Received

node0
node3
node4
Total
node3
node4
Total

Rate (%)

AODV
3,284
12,240
756
16,280
6,112
367
6,479

39.80

node1

2,975

Total

2,975

node 3

1,479

Total

1,479
49.71

4.1.2 In case of DCT=1 (in a Highway)
In the experiment of message propagation in a Highway, 8 nodes were deployed in Figure
13(a), the node 0 was set as a source node and the node 1 as a destination node. Besides, the
simulation had been done for 120 seconds, the node 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1 were moved in the left
direction, and the node 6, 7 in the right direction. The Figure 13(b) shows the result that the
nodes were moved. In the experiment, the node 0, 2, 3 are the same members belonging to the
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same cluster, the node3(cluster header) receives the messages that the node 0 and 2
transferred, and the node 3 transfers the received messages to the node 1.

(a) Before

(b) After

(c) The number of propagated message

Figure 13. Message Propagation in a Highway
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Figure 13(c) shows the number of propagating messages. In this Figure, 50 seconds
elapsing, because the MPTDC transfers the messages that the node 3 received to the node 1
along the paths generated by the node 4, 5, 6 and 7, the number of propagating messages is
increased.
The propagation technique proposed in this paper is generally stable in message
transmission, compared to the existing AODV. Table 6 shows the number of messages that the
MPTDC and the AODV propagates and receives.
Table 6. The Comparison of the Number of Messages
MPTDC
Send

Received

AODV

node3
node6
Total

4,458
2,692
7,150

node3

2,228

node6
Total

2,309
4,537

Rate (%)

63.45

node1

3,472

Total
node 4
node 5
node 7
Total

3,472
688
807
12
1,507
43.40

In the MPTDC, because the node 3(cluster head) belonging to the source node 0 transfers
the message to the destination node 1, the node propagating messages becomes the node 3 and
6. At this time, the node 3 and 6 each transfers 4,458 and 2,692 messages to the destination
node 1.
In the MPTDC, the destination node each receives 2,228 and 2,309 messages from the node
3. Therefore, the message reception rate is 63.45% and if the message integrity transferred
from the node 3 and 6 is verified, message reception rate is 96.49%.
By contrast, in the AODV the source node0 transfers 3,472 messages to the destination
node1 and the destination node1 each receives 688, 807 and 12 messages from the node4, 5
and 7. Therefore, the message reception rate is 43.40% and if the message integrity transferred
from the node 4 and 5 is verified, message reception rate is 85.25%.
Considering the experimental result, the message reception rate of the MPTDC is
improved.
4.1.3 In Case of DCT=2 (in an Urban Intersection)
In the experiment of message propagation in an Urban Intersection, 9 RSUs and 25 nodes
were deployed in Figure 14.
When nodes are distributed like Figure 14 and the source node4 transfer messages to the
destination node5, the shortest path is node4→node24→node5. But because the node24 and 5
are beyond the scope of propagation and no path can be established, in the case of Figure 14
the path on which messages can practically be transferred is as follows.
Path A: node4→node9→node10→node3→node11→node12→node13→node0
→ node14→node15→node1→node19→node20→node21→node2→node25
→ node26→node27→node5
Path B: node4→node18→node17→node16→node1→node19→node20→node21
→ node2→node25→node26→node27→node5
Path C: ndoe4→node22→node23→node7→node29→node32→node8→node33
→ node28→node5
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Figure 14. Message Propagation in an Urban Intersection
The AODV transfers messages by using the Path C with the smallest number of hops, but
the MPTDC transfers them by using Path B which has the smaller number of hops than Path A
and is greater than Path C in density. The result is shown in Figure 15. Figure 15 shows that
the AODV stops transferring messages between 20 and 30 seconds, and between 105 and 120
seconds, the MPTDC transfers them stably. That is, because it establishes the message
propagation path by considering density and reduces disconnection, messages are transferred
stably.

Figure 15. The Number of Propagated Messages
In the simulation, the source node 4 had transferred messages to the destination node 5 for
120 seconds. Figure 16 shows the number of messages that the destination node5 received.
The node 5 received 9,428 messages through Path A, 9,628 through Path B and 9,187 through
Path C.
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Therefore, if the MPTDC decides the Path B as the optimal path, the messages can be
transferred accurately and rapidly.

Figure 16. The Result of Message Propagation
4.2 Security Estimation
The Cluster Key proposed in this paper not only detects an Sybil attack by verifying
whether each vehicle is the member of each cluster but also supports safe communication
from the message forgery and the message tampering by verifying the signature generated by
a Cluster Key.
The TI and ATI proposed in this paper have each timestamp. The MPTDC confirms the
valid time of messages by the timestamp and deletes it after the TI and ATI go out of a critical
time. Due to it, the MPTDC can prevent a Replay attack.

5. Conclusion
VANET service supports a safe service like inter-vehicle information transmission,
collision protection, emergency alert, road condition alert, etc through the gathering and
providing of real time traffic information.
This paper classifies roads on the basis of density and proposes the message propagation
technique suitable for the classification. Therefore, this paper has good efficiency as follows.
First, the MPTDC generated a Cluster Key to ensure an identity between vehicles.
Second, the MPTDC detects a Sybil attack to use ID by stealth by ensuring an identity
between vehicles with a Cluster Key.
Third, the MPTDC improves the communication efficiency of VANET by aggregating
frequently occurring redundant messages.
Fourth, the MPTDC reduces traffic accidents because drivers drive safely with the high
reliability by message integrity.
Fifth, the MPTDC transfers traffic information to a destination accurately by selecting the
path of message propagation with density.
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